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Solid timber shaker kitchen painted Graphite with Mala

Gloss Graphite island and copper handleless profile rails.

Shown with minerva® Desert Rock work surfaces and

Solutions White Oak breakfast bar.

Elswick & Mala Gloss





Welcome
FORM by LochAnna introduces a range of true handleless kitchens in a mix of beautiful styles and

finishes. From high gloss lacquered to solid timber painted doors, FORM includes designs to suit a

wide range of tastes, so you can create your dream kitchen that’s as individual as you are.

WHY FORM At LochAnna, we understand that the kitchen is the heart of your home

and should be a space that the whole family can enjoy for years to come. We’re passionate about

kitchens and have created a collection that offers choice, style and quality. We have a nationwide

network of retailers, where a design expert will guide you through the process of making your dream

kitchen a reality.
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Your dream, your choice

Choosing the colours and finishes for your new kitchen can be daunting. Being brave with your colour

combinations and mixing textures and materials can elevate your design to something truly unique. It’s your

kitchen, your choice, so don’t be afraid to try something different – our showrooms have samples and swatches

of our doors, worktops and even hinges that you can put together and see what works for you.

Mixing materials

Mix woodgrains with different metal finishes for a

bold look.

Shades of blue

Combining blue and white will result in a clean,

contrasting style.

A splash of colour

Use colour as a focal point against shades of grey

and soften with a warm woodgrain.

Warm and welcoming

Rich and warm colours are offset with a marble style

worktop finish.



An interesting contrast is achieved with the industrial style of the

breakfast bar support and the rich, warm woodgrain of the

Solutions Tobacco Oak used for the dining table
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Note: Colours are as accurate as the printing process
allows, we recommend that you examine a physical
swatch or sample before making your final choice. These
can be requested via your retailer.



M A L A
C O L L E C T I O N

colours available

gloss porcelain gloss cream gloss cashmeregloss white

gloss dust grey gloss graphite matt whitegloss dove grey

matt cashmere matt dove grey matt platinum
grey

matt porcelain

matt graphite

Manufactured and painted in Italy, Mala brings together a

mix of gloss and matt finishes in a series of contemporary

tones. Using the finest paints and lacquers, Mala doors are

designed to stand the test of time and look beautiful in

your kitchen for years to come. Create a truly exclusive

design by combining Mala with another of our collections.

For the contemporary look, our Strato woodgrain door

provides a tactile contrast, whilst our Elswick shaker door

helps achieve a stunning fusion of traditional and 

modern styles.



1: Mala Porcelain Gloss complemented by an Anthracite rail, contrasting 575mm high wall units in Strato Buff.
Featuring minerva® Grey Crystal, Solutions Tobacco Oak worktops and the Industrial Breakfast Bar Support

2: Mala Graphite Gloss, accented with a Copper rail and minerva® Desert Rock worktops

3: Box Shelves, with Solutions Tobacco Oak panels

4: Smoked glass wall units (available 500 and 600mm wide)
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Our painted Mala door shown here on the island in gloss graphite,

with Elswick solid timber shaker on the units behind. We’ve paired it

with our copper handleless profile rails, minerva® Desert Rock work

surfaces and splash back and Solutions White Oak breakfast bar.

Mala Gloss Graphite





A painted shaker with a beautiful and unique

chamfer detail on the reverse, Easington is an

Italian door that embodies the creative spirit

of Form. Easington is soft and silky to the

touch, yet durable and hardy enough to

stand up to everyday life.

With Easington you can express your

creativity by pairing it with a complementary

or even contrasting door style – we’ve

chosen Strato to create an interesting 

blend. Your dream kitchen is limited only by 

your imagination.

E A S I N G T O N
C O L L E C T I O N

colours available

bone light grey stone



1: Easington Stone modern wall units and tall units, featuring a Strato Meadow Island with Anodised Aluminium rails

2: Smoked glass wall units, with open shelving creating a feature Gin Bar

3: The beautiful profile of the Easington door shown on the Excel Plus Drawer Box

4: The practical Accessory Hanging Rail Kit

1

2 4

3
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A marriage of traditional and modern

styles – our Easington matt painted

shaker door in Stone with anodised

aluminium handleless profile rails. The

gin bar and smoked glass doors add a

touch of contemporary class.

Easington Stone





E L S W I C K
C O L L E C T I O N

colours available

porcelain ivory chiffonbright white mussel

latte pebble grey pale bluestone pastel blue

sapphire atlantic sageaegean pale teal

light grey dust grey cinderthicket cool grey

lavender damsoncashmere

pearl

breeze

meadow

graphite

A solid timber narrow framed shaker door with a veneered centre panel, Elswick brings

a richness to the kitchen. Available in 27 stunning finishes, from cool greys to daring

blues and purples.

The uncomplicated style of the Elswick door positions it perfectly to sit alongside one

of our more contemporary collections. We love it paired with our Mala door to bring

texture and depth to the kitchen.



1

3

1: Elswick Graphite with the Copper Rail system, minerva® Desert Rock worktops and splashback

2: Elswick Damson, with Anodised Aluminium Rails

3: Elswick Graphite double drawers

4: minerva® Desert Rock with a Designer 1.5 Bowl Sink, featuring our Copper tap

2 4
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The daring choice of Damson on the peninsular island brings

richness to this kitchen, contrasting with Mala Matt Platinum Grey

on the main kitchen and anodised aluminium handleless profile rails.

We’ve chosen minerva® Nimbus Grey work surfaces with upstands

and accessorised with our Box Shelving, smoked glass doors and

Linear Shelf Supports with shelves to match the Mala doors.

Elswick Damson



colours available

porcelain ivory chiffonbright white mussel

latte pebble grey pale bluestone pastel blue

sapphire atlantic sageaegean pale teal

light grey dust grey cinderthicket cool grey

pearl

breeze

meadow

graphite

lavender damson buffcashmere pale oak bronze

mezzo mocha graphitesilverwood charcoal black

S T R A T O
C O L L E C T I O N

Our Strato collection elevates a flat slab door to something a bit special. With an oak

veneer featuring a beautiful horizontal grain structure, Strato is available in 27 painted

finishes or 8 natural stains. 

Strato is made for the adventurous amongst us – mix the natural woodgrains with

painted finishes, or even pair it with our Mala gloss doors to create a stunning contrast.

Note: Strato is manufactured with an oak veneer. Veneers are randomly selected and as a consequence, each door will be different
in grain structure and can have variation in colour.



1

3

1: Strato Buff and Mala Matt Porcelain shown together with Anthracite rails and minerva® Grey Crystal worktops

2: The Industrial Breakfast Bar Support and Solutions Tobacco Oak creating a perfect dining space

3: 575mm high wall units in Strato Buff

4: Strato Meadow Island with Anodised Aluminium rails

2 4
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Our Strato door painted in Meadow on the island is a beautiful

contrast to the Easington Stone doors on the units behind and

gives an interesting mix of styles and textures to this kitchen. The

gin bar and smoked glass doors are an indulgent modern touch.

Strato Meadow



1 2 3
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Accessories

Features

LochAnna FORM strives to offer

customers something different.

European trends are showing us that modern sleek
kitchens benefit from the introduction of carefully
designed accessories. Wall rails, shelf supports and 
open shelving will all add to your design.

1. Handleless Rail Profiles: Our handleless rail profiles are

available in four colours to complement or contrast with your

door choice

2. Linear Shelf Supports: A simple but effective cantilever shelf

support. Available 600mm and 800mm widths – simply use

a drawer front or a kitchen panel to make the shelf you

require. Available in Aluminium or Black

3. Industrial Breakfast Bar Support: Available in two heights,

870mm for breakfast bars and 720mm for dining height, this

robust and stylish leg will offer a lasting design feature for a

dining kitchen. Both are 700mm wide, fabricated from 

25mm x 75mm box steel

4. Box Shelves: Available in 600mm & 900mm widths and can

be joined to create interesting designs and storage solutions

– use panels in matching or contrasting door colours to

create the shelf bases. At 330mm deep and 360mm high,

these box shelves are the perfect size to sit underneath a

360mm high bridging unit. Available in Black

5. Accessory Hanging Rail Kit: Accessorise the walls under

your units, make use of the space and ensure those well

used kitchen tools are to hand. Available in 600mm and

900mm widths. Available in Stainless Steel

6. Excel Plus Pan Drawers with solid graphite sides:

Available as an upgrade and the ideal complement for our

titanium hinges

7. Excel Plus Internal Glass Drawers: Available in seven widths,

from 300mm - 1000mm, these glass drawers can be fitted in

base units or larders to keep your cupboards organised

8. Titanium Inline Hinge: Our inline hinge is designed to look

neat and complement the linear styling of Form. Soft close

and with LochAnna branding, these are included as standard

on units

9. Salice Wind Lift System: Available as an upgrade for our

bridging units, the Wind Lift System is soft close and

features a satin metal black cover to complement our

titanium hinges
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Storage Solutions

Features

The name Kesseböhmer stands for innovative

solutions and a powerful blend of design, function

and quality, all backed by a 10 year guarantee.

Our range of powder coated tall and base unit

storage options save you bending and reaching into

those hard-to-access places.

1. 150mm Soft Close Pull Out Base with Trays

2. 150mm Soft Close Pull Out Base with Towel Rail 

& Tray

3. 300mm Soft Close Pull Out Base with Baskets

4. Le Mans for 1000mm Corner Base Unit 

(Supplied in pairs) LH/RH available (LH shown). 

Suitable for use underneath a drawer, soft close

attachments available

5. 300mm Soft Close Larder Pull Out with Baskets

6. 600mm Soft Close Tandem Larder with Baskets

7. 500mm / 600mm Tandem Solo Larder with Baskets

8. Magic Corner for 1000mm Corner Base Unit. LH/RH

available (LH shown). Soft close

9. ¾ Carousel for 930L Corner Base Unit. 700mm

diameter, supplied in pairs

10. Excel Corner Optimiser 

Three sizes: 800mm, 900mm & 1000mm. Universal
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Solutions

Solutions Natural Oak Solutions Tobacco Oak

Solutions White Oak Solutions Concrete

Finishes available

A range of worktops and accessory panels in three realistic woodgrains & one concrete effect. Offering you a natural contrast 

to modern door finishes, whether your kitchen choice is matt, gloss, cream, mussel, white or any of the shades of grey, you can

include Solutions. Create open shelves and bespoke units that are seen in the most contemporary rooms to produce that 

finishing touch. 

Finished Kitchen Surfaces & Panels

Use Solutions panels to create practical but fashionable shelving to
complement your kitchen. Shelving can be the answer to an unusual
sized space or a challenging ceiling pitch

Shelving

Matching the other panels in the Solutions collection, the worktops and
breakfast bars have a realistic grain and texture, providing that solid
timber or concrete effect without the worry of upkeep

Worktops

A stunning open display adds a richness to a modern 
Dove Grey kitchen

Open Shelving

An effective and modern alternative to tiles. Simple to install and you’ll
enjoy the benefit of Solutions for years to come

Splashbacks & Upstands
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Imperceptible, seamless, solid joints. Thanks to the solid acrylic core there are no concerns with water ingress. minerva® is designed to deliver the best possible aesthetic results

Pre-fabricated sink solutions

Undermounted sink modules with factory applied drainer grooves saves time when it
comes to preparation and installation

Breakfast bars, splashbacks and upstands:

Just some of the added attractions of choosing minerva®

Factory finished edges ready for fitting

All minerva® worksurfaces are supplied ready for installation with smooth factory
finishing on exposed edges



minerva® solid acrylic worksurfaces

*Each of these worksurfaces are unique, reflecting the natural appeal of marble and stone.

Whilst minerva® sink modules are made from a solid piece of material, the recessed sections may have a

slightly different pattern on some décors due to the spread of the coloured chips.
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minerva® Sparkling White minerva® White minerva® Carrara White
(Veined décor)*

minerva® Ice Crystal 

minerva® Grey Crystal minerva® Ice Blue minerva® Copper Fleck minerva® Caramel Crunch 

minerva® Fossil minerva® Desert Rock
(Veined décor)*

minerva® Amazonia Brown minerva® Cococa Brown 

minerva® Peak Stone minerva® Nimbus Grey minerva® Black Granite 

Routine cleaning

minerva® does not require any specialist

cleaning, simply wipe off with a damp cloth and

soapy water. The worksurface should then be

rinsed with clean water and wiped dry. Persistent

marks can be removed by using a mild abrasive

cleaner, but harsh scouring powders should be

avoided. Unlike marble and granite, minerva® is

non porous, hygienic and will resist most

household chemicals including alcohol.

Minor scratching

Kitchen utensils and unglazed crockery can

sometimes cause scratches that will be more

evident on darker colours. Use of a cutting board

is essential though minor scratches can easily be

removed using the abrasive pad and other items

from the care kit.

Heat

minerva® will withstand heat better than many

alternative surface materials with boiling water

and cooking splashes not being an issue.

However, all hot pots, pans and other heat

generating devices should always be placed on

a trivet or worktop protector rods.

30
YEARS

EST 1987

Welcome to minerva®: a practical and solid kitchen worksurface material manufactured using

state-of-the-art technology. Delivering a luxurious appearance, cool pleasing touch and robust

performance from its solid 25mm thick material, minerva® has the advantage of being the

same colour throughout. Such is the enduring quality of minerva® that we guarantee its quality

against manufacturing defects for ten years. There are 15 superb colours to choose from with a

number of light options to suit darker kitchen door finishes.
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Lighting

One of the first things you’ll need to consider when planning your new kitchen is the lighting, as wiring needs to

be installed at the start of the project, before plastering, decorating and the fitting itself. It’s an integral part of any

scheme and this is your perfect opportunity to create the right ambience. Most lights are dimmable and available

in either natural or warm white to suit the kitchen style and tone. Your designer will guide you on the extensive

range available.

LED Lighting Tape

Our tape lighting and profiles create a contemporary
long ribbon of lighting under and over cabinets

LED Drawer Light

The ideal solution to illuminate pan drawers, our
drawer light works on a sensor when the drawer is
opened and is angled to optimise the illumination of
the inside of the drawer

LED Under Cabinet Light

Our under cabinet lights are ideal for creating task
lighting for everyday jobs such as food preparation.
Available in natural or warm white, our cabinet lights
are all dimmable and can be controlled with sensors

LED Plinth Lights

Plinth lights can be used to make a feature of your
lighting. Leave plinth lights on when task lighting 
is switched off to create a relaxing ambience in 
the kitchen
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Appliances, Sinks & Taps
We can satisfy all your appliance, sink & tap needs with a choice of Matrix, CDA, Belling and Carron Phoenix

brands. CDA are synonymous with design and cutting edge technology, offering a 5 year parts and 2 year labour

guarantee. Belling have been bringing clever ideas and quality appliances for over a century and this British

brand remains one of the most trusted and well known manufacturers. Carron Phoenix combine innovative

design with ultimate functionality, their sink and tap collections bring together a choice of designs and materials

to suit the diversity of today’s kitchen styling.

Cooking

All your needs are more than covered, from ovens in
single, double and range cooking plus a series of hob
options in electric and gas, and not forgetting the
extractor which is offered in many great styles

Cooling

Refrigeration is offered in fully integrated models in all
the built in sizes to suit our kitchens.  High efficiency
energy class is also a feature to keep the energy bills to
a minimum. Wine coolers in several sizes are also
available to create a smart focal point

Dishwashing

Once seen as a luxury but now a fundamental part of
any kitchen. There are a number of size options and
specifications available, with slim-line or full width
models and all A rated for energy consumption

Laundry

Washing and drying with a multitude of programmes is
important in today’s busy kitchen with fully concealed
laundry products available from both brands

Sinks - Granite | Stainless Steel | Ceramic

From traditional charm to cutting edge minimalism, our
collection encompasses the very best modern design
and materials to help you create a kitchen bursting
with beautiful products and superb features

Taps

Ultra modern pullout spray taps, traditional swan neck
or single lever - the choice is yours with chrome, steel
and even black alternatives available
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Door Selector

The door choice in LochAnna FORM has been carefully selected from the very best Italian and British manufacturers.

We have chosen only the finest painted smooth gloss and matt finishes, complemented by a broad colour choice

of solid timbers and veneered woodgrains. Consider your handleless rail colour and open shelving – mixing colour,

texture and style will create a truly individual kitchen. Your designer will be happy to guide you through the process.

Mala

Manufactured and painted

in Italy – in a mix of gloss

and matt finishes. 

gloss porcelain gloss cream gloss cashmeregloss white gloss dove grey

Easington

Manufactured in Italy, a

smooth shaker with a

beautiful chamfer detail on

the reverse.

light grey stonebone

gloss graphite matt white matt porcelaingloss dust grey matt cashmere

matt platinum
grey

matt graphitematt dove grey

Note: Colours are as accurate as the printing process allows, we
recommend that you examine a physical swatch or sample before
making your final choice. These can be requested via your retailer.
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Elswick

A rich solid timber narrow

framed shaker door, with a

veneered centre panel.

Available in 27 

stunning painted finishes.

Strato

A classic Italian veneered

flat door - will work well

alongside Mala.

Available in 27 painted

finishes or 8 natural stains.*

porcelain ivory chiffonbright white mussel

stone latte pebble greypearl pale blue

breeze aegean sapphirepastel blue atlantic

pale teal meadow thicketsage light grey

cinder cool grey graphitedust grey cashmere

damson buff* pale oak*lavender bronze*

mezzo* mocha* graphite*silverwood* charcoal black*

Note: Strato is manufactured with an oak veneer. Veneers are
randomly selected and as a consequence, each door will be
different in grain structure and can have variation in colour 
when stained. There is a horizontal grain on the doors.

Note: As timber doors are
made from a natural living
material, some grain variation
can be expected within
products. This is normal and 
is considered to add an
authentic look and feel to 
the products.
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The Cabinet

Features

In beautiful grey linen, LochAnna FORM cabinets

are manufactured to the highest standards, and

include many exclusive and valuable features.

1: Complete with Salice titanium inline hinges

2: In a subtle Grey Linen finish it’s easy to match with any door

or style

3: Panels are 1mm ABS edged for extra durability, 2mm 

on loose shelf

4: Excel drawers supplied as standard, Excel Plus drawers

available as an upgrade

5: For added strength all loose shelves are 25mm. Extra wall

shelves available if required

6: All base cabinets have removable 18mm solid back 

panels for extra durability, 8mm back panels in wall units,

larders and appliance housings

7: Base back panels have two positions to help with the

installation of wirework or rear pipework (35 - 65mm)

8: Each cabinet has two crossrails / brace bars for 

extra strength

9: Cam and dowel construction for rigidity, and flexibility 

to adapt on site

10: Fully adjustable heavy duty legs

10

3

5
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Here at LochAnna we go above and beyond

to make sure that all of our kitchen ranges

are innovative, flexible in design and provide

choice for every customer taste, style 

and trend. Having over 300 years worth 

of industry experience between us at

LochAnna helps. 

We know that a kitchen not only has to look

great, it also has to work well and stand the

test of time. We believe that we have

covered everything - choice, flexibility and

quality guarantees on every range. Our

products, developed by us and our partners

are amongst the best in the world with

awards for production and quality.

PROUD TO BE BUILT
IN GREAT BRITAIN

MADE IN
GREAT
BRITAIN





This kitchen is all about contrasting textures, materials and colours. The wood

veneer of the Strato door brings a natural balance to the smooth porcelain gloss

Mala doors, which are in turn offset perfectly by the anthracite colour of the

handleless profile rails. The contemporary Box Shelving is shown with Solutions

Tobacco Oak insets, complemented by the matching breakfast bar, whilst the

industrial style of the support leg balances out the richness of the woodgrain.

Mala Gloss Porcelain & Strato stained in Buff
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lochannakitchens.co.uk

MADE IN
GREAT
BRITAIN

BUILT IN
GREAT
BRITAIN

915550.09.18

http://lochannakitchens.co.uk/
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